EXISTING BUILDING

EXISTING PAVEMENT

EXISTING R.O.W.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXISTING SIDEWALK REMOVAL REQUIRED

*R NOTE: EXISTING SIDEWALK REMOVAL REQUIRED

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

PROPOSED 10' +/- GREENWAY

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

FIRST CREEK

LOC NO.

PROPOSED 6' RETAINING WALL

PROPOSED 12' TRAIL

5 TRAIL TRANSITION SECTION ALONG FIRST CREEK

6 SIDEPATH ALONG E. JACKSON @ BUILDING

SECTIONS

CORRIDOR SECTIONS - CORRIDOR I
FIRST CREEK GREENWAY – CASWELL PARK TO MORNINGSIDE GREENWAY
CITY OF KNOXVILLE
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